WHEREAS, Typhoon Tisoy brought havoc not only in Naga City but in the Bicol Region in the early days of December, this year;

WHEREAS, local governments all over the Bicol Region and some parts of the country that are affected by the typhoon, immediately implemented their disaster management plans particularly in addressing the restoration efforts to bring normalcy to the lives of the people;

WHEREAS, the Camarines Sur II Electric Cooperative (CASURECO II) under the leadership of OIC Manager Emelita E. Candia mapped out restoration strategies to restore the supply of electricity in the area coverage of the cooperative;

WHEREAS, it is a noteworthy development that the supply of electricity at CBD 1 and 2 were restored within 24 hours after the typhoon;

WHEREAS, in the same token, the City government under Mayor Nelson S. Legacion immediately fielded the barangay electricians in coordination with CASURECO II to join in the power restoration efforts particularly in the barangay level;

WHEREAS, despite some problems encountered in the power restoration, such as the issues of damaged electrical lines, posts and transformers in subdivisions which are not yet turned over to the city government and CASURECO II, the cooperative was able to energize 95% of the lines after almost 10 days unrelenting efforts;

NOW THEREFORE, on joint and collective motion of the 13th Sangguniang Panlungsod of Naga;
BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved, to commend the Camarines Sur II Electric Cooperative (CASURECO II) through OIC-General Manager Emelita E. Candia for the efforts extended in the restoration of supply of electricity in Naga City after Typhoon Tisoy.

LET COPIES of this resolution be furnished His Honor, the City Mayor for his concurrence, and the Camarines Sur II Electric Cooperative (CASURECO II) for its information and record for posterity.

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED.

Adopted: December 17, 2019

WE HEREBY CERTIFY to the correctness of the foregoing resolution.

GIL A. DE LA TORRE
Secretary to the Sangguniang Panlungsod

CECILIA VELUZ-DE ASIS
City Vice Mayor & Presiding Officer

CONCURRED:

NELSON J. LEGACION
City Mayor